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Abstract—A key attraction of virtual machines (VMs) is live
migration – the ability to move their execution state across
physical machines even as the VMs continue to run. Unfortunately, the traditional pre-copy and post-copy techniques are
not agile in the face of resource pressures at the source host,
since it takes a long time to transfer the memory state of
a VM. Consequently, the performance suffers for all VMs
– those being migrated as well as those being left behind.
Prior works have attempted to optimize indirect measures
of migration effectiveness such as downtime, total migration
time, and network overhead. However, none have treated the
performance of VMs impacted by migration as the primary
metric of migration effectiveness. We propose an Agile live
migration technique that quickly recovers the performance
of all VMs under resource pressure by eliminating resource
pressure faster than traditional live migration. The working
set of a VM is typically much smaller than its full memory
footprint. Our approach works by transparently tracking the
working set of each VM and offloading the non-working set
(cold pages) in advance to portable per-VM swap devices. We
present a new hybrid pre/post-copy technique that reduces the
performance impact on the VM’s workload by transferring
only the working set of the VM while enabling destination
to remotely access cold pages from the per-VM swap device.
We describe the challenges in the design and implementation
of Agile live migration in the KVM/QEMU platform without
modifying the guest OS in the VM. When live migrating
under memory pressure, we demonstrate a reduction in the
performance impact on VMs by a up to factor of 2, reduction
in migration time by up to factor of 4 besides reduction in
memory pressure on both the source and destination hosts.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We address the problem of live migrating virtual machines
(VMs) quickly in response to resource pressures while
reducing the performance impact of migration. Virtualization
allows datacenters to better utilize their hardware by consolidating many virtual machines (VMs) on fewer servers
during non-peak hours. A VM’s active memory footprint,
or working set size, is one of the factors that determines
the extent of consolidation. Since less active VMs have
small working sets, the consolidation server may swap out
infrequently used pages. However, when the VM becomes
active again and its working set size increases, retrieving
swapped-out pages can degrade the VM’s performance.
To avoid a performance hit, some of the newly active
VMs must be migrated to new physical nodes to ensure that

all VMs have enough memory, CPU, and I/O resources to
restore their peak performance. Lengthy migration prolongs
the resource pressure at the source, which degrades the
performance of all VMs, whether being migrated or not.
Unfortunately, existing VM migration techniques such as
pre-copy [1, 2] and post-copy [3] lack agility in responding
to resource pressure. First, they require that all of the
VM’s memory be transferred during migration, not just the
working set. Secondly, any swapped out memory pages
of the migrating VM need to be swapped back in before
being transferred, which further increases the migration
time. Thirdly, the migration tool itself (such as QEMU in
KVM/QEMU or xend in Xen) may need to compete with
VM’s applications for access to the swap device, which may
increase thrashing and further slow down the migration.
While some existing virtualization platforms provide the
ability to configure per-VM swap devices whose contents
need not be migrated with the VM [4], the resident memory
of a VM may still contain significant amount of “cold” pages
that do not belong to the working set; these cold pages are
nevertheless transferred over the network.
In this paper, we present Agile live migration which can
respond more quickly to resource pressure than traditional
approaches. Agile migration is a hybrid pre/post-copy migration technique that eliminates the transfer of a VM’s cold
pages during the migration. The key is to retain only the
working set of a VM in memory during runtime, transfer
only the working set pages at migration time, and make
any cold pages remotely available to the destination ondemand. Agile migration is less sensitive to the nature of
the workload than pre-copy, while it allows faster ramp
up of the migrating VM’s performance at the destination
than post-copy. Each VM’s cold pages are stored using
a per-VM remote swap device which is managed by the
host hypervisor, rather than the guest OS. The hypervisor
transparently tracks the working set of each VM and adjusts
each VM’s memory reservation without relying on guest
agents and with minimal impact on VM’s performance. The
per-VM swap device can be accessed from any host in the
cluster, allowing the swap device to be portable as the VM
migrates. In contrast, traditional swap devices managed by
the hypervisor are either not portable or don’t store all cold

pages, whereas those managed by guest OS don’t provide
the sufficient control over host memory pressure.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we review the traditional pre-copy and
post-copy migration techniques and their impact on VM
agility and performance. Figure 1 shows various components involved in live VM migration in both techniques.
The Migration Manager is an external management process
associated with each VM that initiates and carries out
the migration. The Migration Manager at the source host
establishes a TCP connection with the Migration Manager
at the destination and transfers the VM’s state consisting
of virtual CPUs (VCPU), memory contents, and I/O device
states. During the migration, any swapped-out pages are
brought back into memory and transferred to the destination.
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Figure 1. In traditional pre-copy and post-copy, the Migration Manager
swaps in all pages swapped out from the source host, then sends them
through a direct TCP connection to the destination.

Pre-copy Live VM Migration: In pre-copy live VM
migration, the VM’s memory is transferred from the source
to the destination iteratively while the VM is still running at
the source. In the first iteration, the VM’s entire memory is
transferred, whereas in subsequent iterations, only the pages
modified during the preceding iteration are transferred. Upon
converging on the VM’s writable working set, the VM is
suspended at the source and its writable working set and
the execution state is transferred to the destination, where
the VM resumes. The time during which the VM remains
suspended is called its downtime, whereas the time taken to
complete the entire migration is called its total migration
time. Since dirtied pages are retransmitted, write-intensive
applications increase the VM’s total migration time and
reduce pre-copy’s agility.
Post-copy Live VM Migration: In post-copy, upon
beginning the migration, the VM is immediately suspended
at the source, its execution state is transferred to the destination, and the VM is resumed there. The VM’s memory
is both actively pushed from the source and demand paged
from the destination. Post-copy has low network overhead
since it transfers each page only once in contrast to precopy which retransmits dirtied pages. In theory, post-copy is
very agile since the VM resumes execution at the destination

quickly after the migration starts. However, immediately
upon resumption at the destination, the VM may experience
a large performance degradation till all of its working set
pages are either demand paged or actively pushed from the
source.
III. D ESIGN
The goal of Agile migration is to respond to resource
pressures by migrating out one or more VMs so as to quickly
restore the performance of all VMs – those being migrated
as well as those left behind at the source.
Figure 2 illustrates the approach behind Agile migration
as a hybrid of pre-copy and post-copy. Each VM is assigned
a per-VM swap device which is managed by the hypervisor.
This per-VM swap device can be accessed from either the
source or the destination hypervisors using block device
interface.
Agile migration begins by performing one live pre-copy
iteration to transfer the the VM’s working set (hot pages)
and then switches the CPU execution state to the destination.
Then onward, any pages dirtied by the VM are either actively
pushed to or demand-paged from the destination. The pages
residing in the swap device (cold pages) are not transferred
during the migration. Instead they are demand-paged from
the swap device at the destination. In the rest of this section,
we describe the operation of Agile migration in greater
detail.
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Figure 2. Agile VM migration: The Migration Managers transfer only the
working set through the direct TCP connection. Pages in the per-VM swap
device are demand-paged by the destination as needed.

1) Pre-Copy Phase: When migration begins, the source
Migration Manager establishes a TCP connection with
the destination Migration Manager. The source Migration
Manager transfers the in-memory state of the VM to the
destination while the VM still runs at the source. As the
Migration Manager at the destination receives the pages
over the connection, it copies them into the address space
where the VM shall arrive. For each swapped out page, the
Migration Manager at the source transfers only the page
offset on the swap device. As the source Migration Manager
transfers pages, the VM may still modify them, so the source
Migration Manager records dirty pages in a dirty bitmap.

Upon completing one live pre-copy round, the Migration
Manager at the source suspends the VM and transmits its
CPU state and dirty bitmap to the destination.
2) Post-Copy Phase: At the destination, the Migration
Manager resumes the VM. There are two concurrent mechanisms by which the destination receives the remaining dirtied
pages from the source – demand-paging and active push.
Demand-paging: As the VM resumes at the destination,
it faults upon the pages dirtied at the source during the precopy round and upon the cold pages on the per-VM swap.
Upon receiving a page fault, the Migration Manager at the
destination checks if it should request the page from the
source by checking the page’s dirty bit in the dirty bitmap.
Otherwise, the destination’s Migration Manager finds the
swap offset for the required page and reads the page from
the per-VM swap. After servicing the page fault, the VM
resumes execution.
Active push: If we relied solely on demand-paging, then
transferring all dirty pages from the source host would take
an unbounded amount of time. Hence, to speed up the
transfer of dirty pages, the source Migration Manager actively pushes the remaining pages to the destination besides
responding to demand-paging requests. Once all the VM’s
memory pages have been transferred, the Migration Manager
at the source can terminate the VM and free up its memory.
A. Per-VM Swap Device
Our present design uses a Virtualized Memory Device
(VMD) that uses remote memory for the per-VM swap
devices. VMD is a distributed key-value store that maps
page offsets to memory pages of other hosts. We create
a VMD by aggregating the cluster-wide free memory of
the intermediate hosts I1 ... IN . The pages swapped out
from the source host are transferred over the network to
the intermediate hosts and stored in their memory. Any
machine with spare memory in a cluster can contribute to
this high-bandwidth low-latency distributed memory pool.
Alternatively, a VMD can also use low-power external
memory devices or networked storage as a backing store.
Although we implemented our own VMD by modifying our
prior MemX system [5, 6, 7], one could also adapt other distributed in-memory key-value stores such as Memcached [8]
or Redis [9] for use with Agile VM migration.
B. Migration Trigger and VM Selection
We develop a tool to dynamically measure the working
set size of each VM and to adjust the per-VM memory
reservation to closely match the working set size. If the
aggregate working set size of all VMs were to exceed the
source host memory size, then the performance of all VMs
degrades. We implement a watermark-based mechanism to
detect such memory pressures in advance and trigger the
migration of VMs so as to free enough memory at the
source for the remaining VMs. When the aggregate working

set size of all VMs exceeds a high watermark, we start
migrating VMs to other hosts. We migrate fewest VMs from
the source which reduce aggregate working set size below
a low watermark. Thus the another migration is not needed
till the system reaches the high watermark again.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We implemented Agile migration on the KVM/QEMU
platform. The Migration Manager is a thread spawned by
each KVM/QEMU process to perform the migration of the
respective VM. We use VMD as a swap device to store the
cold VM pages. In the following section we describe the
implementation of VMD and the Migration Manager.
A. Virtualized Memory Device (VMD) Layer
The VMD is a distributed system which enables clusterwide memory sharing over an Ethernet network. VMD
aggregates the free physical memory of intermediate hosts
and presents it in the form of a block device. VMD is an
extension of our previous work on MemX [5, 10].
The VMD layer is separated into VMD client and VMD
server kernel modules. The VMD client module runs on
the source and destination hosts. The VMD server module
runs on each intermediate host. The clients and intermediate
hosts communicate using the TCP protocol. Figure 3 shows
the interaction between VMD clients and servers. Upon
reception of a read request from the Migration Manager,
the VMD client locates the intermediate server storing the
requested page, receives the page from the intermediate
server, and returns the page to the Migration Manager.
Upon reception of a write request, the VMD client determines which intermediate server will store the page using a
load-aware algorithm and forwards the page to the chosen
intermediate server. On the intermediate servers, memory
is only allocated after receiving a page write request. No
physical memory is reserved in advance. Each VMD server
periodically updates the VMD clients about the availability
of memory. The load-aware algorithm works by selecting a
VMD server in round-robin order, which reports having any
unused memory.
We divide the aggregate memory space into logical partitions, referred to as namespaces. To each migrating VM,
we assign a separate namespace as its per-VM swap device.
The VMD client exports the namespace as a block device
to the Migration Manager. For instance, on a host running
three VMs, the VMD client would export three block
devices representing three separate namespaces: /dev/blk1,
/dev/blk2, and /dev/blk3. Using the block device interface,
the Migration Manager can interact with all intermediate
servers without needing to know where a page will be stored
and how many intermediate servers are participating in the
migration. This abstraction simplifies the implementation of
the Migration Manager.

Our implementation of the VMD uses the excess memory
at intermediate hosts to stage the VMs’ cold pages. However,
it is possible to extend the amount of swap space available
at the VMD by using excess disk space (HDs and/or SSDs)
alongside the excess memory available at the intermediaries.
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Figure 3. Message exchange and data transfer between the Migration
Managers and VMD during Agile migration

B. Per-VM Swap Device
A per-VM swap device is a swap device assigned for a
specific VM and is not shared with other VMs. In contrast,
system-wide swap devices are shared with all processes and
VMs running on the host. We use Linux cgroups to assign
a VM to its per-VM swap device. Cgroups are used to
create process groups. The users can manage and track the
resources allocated to the group [11]. A few subsystems
the user can control for a cgroup include memory, CPU,
and I/O devices. In the memory subsystem, a user can
control how much memory is allocated and limit swap
usage for a cgroup. Cgroups does not allow per-cgroup
swap file by default so we used a patch to add per-cgroup
swap file support to the Linux kernel [12]. We assign each
KVM/QEMU process into a separate cgroup and assign each
cgroup its own namespace in the VMD. This ensures that all
pages belonging to a VM are swapped out to its respective
VMD namespace and swapping rate can be tracked per VM.
The motivation for using a per-VM swap device is that
the VM’s swapped out cold memory state can accompany
the VM wherever it is migrated. With a common host-level
swap device, the source host discards the cold pages once
the VM has migrated out of the host so that the swap space
can be reused for other pages. Agile migration requires that
the cold memory state of the VM is kept on the swap device
even after the migration of in-memory state is complete, so
that the cold pages can be requested when they are accessed
later. Reusing the space occupied by the cold VM pages can
corrupt the VM memory state. Therefore, we disconnect the

per-VM swap device from the source host once the migration
of in-memory VM state completes, but the device remains
accessible from the destination host.
C. Avoiding Transfer of Swapped Out Pages
On KVM/QEMU platform, a VM runs as a KVM/QEMU
process. The process exports part of its virtual address
space to the VM as its physical memory. Thus the VM’s
physical page frames are accessible from the host through
the KVM/QEMU’s corresponding virtual addresses. The
KVM/QEMU process shares the VM’s address space with
the Migration Manager allowing it to access and transfer the
VM pages. During migration, the Migration Manager identifies if the page is swapped out by referring to its page table
entry (PTE) from its virtual address. If the page is swapped
out the Migration Manager avoids its transfer. To detect
if a page has been swapped out, the Migration Manager
looks at the corresponding VM’s KVM/QEMU process’s
page table at /proc/pid/pagemap, where pid is the process’s
ID. Pagemap allows userspace programs to view a process’s
page table. The pagemap is indexed by page numbers and
provides information for each PTE including if the page
has been swapped out and its offset on the swap device if it
has been swapped. During migration, the Migration Manager
refers to the pagemap before transferring every page. Using
a page’s host virtual address, the Migration Manager looks
for the corresponding PTE in the process’s pagemap and
determines if the page has been swapped out.
D. Transparently Tracking VM’s Working Set
Detecting resource pressure and selecting VMs to migrate
both depend upon accurate knowledge of the working set
size (WSS) of all VMs. We developed a tool to let the
hypervisor periodically estimate the WSS of each VM and
adjust its memory reservation. Our tool periodically extracts
the swapping activity of a VM using the iostat utility
on the per-VM swap device and computes the number
of pages read/written per second. If the swapping rate S
goes above a pre-determined threshold τ , then the VM’s
reservation is increased by a factor β (which is greater
than 1), until swapping activity falls below the threshold.
Similarly, if the swapping rate S is above the threshold
τ , then the VM’s reservation is decreased by a factor α
(which is less than 1) until the threshold τ is breached.
The memory reservation of a VM is changed by modifying
specific parameters of the cgroup associated with each
VM. The memory reservations are initially adjusted every
2 seconds until a stable WSS is reached, at which point, the
adjustment interval is increased to every 30 seconds. Our
tool can monitor and adjust the reservation for a single VM,
as demonstrated in Section V-D. We are currently enhancing
this tool to compile the aggregate WSS of all VMs and to
trigger migration when the aggregate exceeds a threshold.

E. Operations at the Source Machine
Our implementation of Agile migration is based upon a
hybrid pre/post-copy implementation in KVM/QEMU. Upon
initiation of migration, the Migration Manager at the source
performs one round of pre-copy. In the first pre-copy round,
all pages are marked as dirty in the dirty bitmap. The dirty
bitmap contains the status of each memory page belonging
to the VM. A page is considered clean if it has not been
modified in the previous round of pre-copy. During the precopy round, the Migration Manager goes through the dirty
bitmap and checks if the page’s swapped bit has been set in
the pagemap. If the page’s swapped bit is not set, then the
page is transferred in full to the destination and its dirty
bit is reset to clean. Otherwise, the page’s offset on the
swap device is obtained from the pagemap and transferred
to the destination along with a SWAPPED flag to indicate
the status of the page. After the completion of the first precopy round, the dirty bitmap contains bits marked as set
for the pages modified during the first round. At this point,
the Migration Manager at the source suspends the VM and
transfers the CPU state, dirty bitmap to the destination. After
the CPU state has been transferred to the destination, the
source begins actively pushing the remaining dirtied pages
to the destination. The source also services the page faults
at the destination host by sending the requested pages.
F. Operations at the Destination Machine
Before migration begins, a KVM/QEMU process is
started at the destination to receive the incoming VM. The
process allocates memory for the VM where the incoming
pages are copied. When an entire page is received, it is
directly copied into the allocated VM’s memory space.
Whereas, when a message with SWAPPED flag is received,
the corresponding swap offsets is stored into a table and the
corresponding bit is marked as set into the swapped bitmap.
Upon reception of the CPU state, and dirty bitmap, the VM
resumes its execution at the destination. From here onward,
the Migration Manager at the destination receives pages
actively pushed from the source. These pages are copied into
the VM’s memory. However, if the VM tries to access a page
which is not received from the source, because either the
page was dirtied by the VM during the first pre-copy round
or the page was swapped out, a page fault is triggered. To
handle the fault, the Migration Manager either requests the
page from the source or reads it from the swap device.
How faults are handled: The destination Migration
Manager consists a UMEM kernel driver and a user-level
UMEMD process. The KVM/QEMU process shares the
part of its address space assigned as a VM’s memory with
the UMEMD process. This allows UMEMD to receive
pages from the source side and copy them into the VM’s
memory. The UMEM kernel driver and UMEMD process
communicate through a umem device (/dev/umem). When
the VM faults upon a page that is not yet present in its

memory, the fault is trapped by the UMEM driver and
forwarded to the UMEMD process. The UMEMD process
maintains a dedicated thread to handle the faults which in
turn retrieves the faulted page and copies it directly into
the VM’s memory. It then notifies the UMEM driver, which
resumes the VM.
We modified the UMEMD process for Agile migration
to service page faults from both the VMD based per-VM
swap device and the source host. In Agile migration, the
VM generates two types of page faults. 1) Faults for the
pages modified by the VM during the first pre-copy round. 2)
Cold VM pages located on VMD. When the fault handling
thread is notified of the fault, it first determines whether
to request the faulting page from the source or the per-VM
swap device. For determining the type of the fault, the thread
refers to the swapped bitmap. If the corresponding bit is set,
then it reads the offset of the page from the swap offset
table, reads the page itself from the VMD, and copies the
page into the VM’s memory. If the swapped bit is not set,
the thread requests the page from the source side. Once the
page is in place, the thread notifies the UMEMD driver to
resume the VM’s execution.
V. E VALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of Agile,
pre-copy, and post-copy migration in responding to memory
pressure. Our testbed consists of three hosts, each with
twelve 2.1GHz Intel Xeon CPUs, 128GB DDR3 DRAM,
128GB Crucial SSD, and 1Gbps Ethernet cards. All hosts
are connected to a top of the rack Ethernet switch with
1Gbps interconnect, use Linux kernel 3.14 with the cgroups
patch applied, and Debian 7 for their operating system. Two
of the hosts serve as the source and destination for live
migration while the third serves as the intermediate host
in the VMD for Agile migration: the performance of the
VMD does not depend on the number of intermediate nodes
as long as they have enough memory and other resources.
We use the pre-copy and post-copy implementations provided by KVM/QEMU. Pre-copy and post-copy both use a
30GB swap partition created from the 128GB SSD at the
source host. In all experiments for Agile migration except
Section V-D, the VMs cgroup reservation is set to a size
equal to or smaller than its working set.
A. YCSB/Redis Experiment
In this section, we demonstrate the lack of agility of
pre-copy and post-copy migration in responding to memory pressure at the source host. We progressively generate
memory pressure at the source host using Yahoo Cloud
Serving Benchmark (YCSB) and Redis. Redis is a keyvalue database and runs in-memory and YCSB is a database
benchmark client which interfaces with Redis. The source
and destination hosts are configured with 23GB of physical memory using boot-time configuration parameters. The
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Figure 4. Average throughput of YCSB during pre-copy migration. Four VMs are running on the source host and each VM is running a Redis database
server and serving four different YCSB clients. One VM is migrated to relieve the memory pressure at the source host.
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Figure 5. Average throughput of YCSB during post-copy migration. Four VMs are running on the source host and each VM is running a Redis database
server and serving four different YCSB clients. One VM is migrated to relieve the memory pressure at the source host.
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Figure 6. Average throughput of YCSB during Agile migration. Four VMs are running on the source host and each VM is running a Redis database
server and serving four different YCSB clients. One VM is migrated to relieve the memory pressure at the source host.

source host runs 4 VMs each with 10GB memory and 2
vCPUs. Each VM is assigned a 5.5GB memory reservation
and runs a Redis database server containing a 9GB dataset.
Since the aggregate size of the Redis datasets exceeds the
VM’s memory reservation, loading the dataset results in
many VM pages being swapped out to the swap device. 4
YCSB clients are run on an external host to load and query
the 4 Redis databases.
We begin the experiment by having each YCSB client
query a small fraction (200MB) of the entire dataset using
read only operations and a uniform data distribution. Since
the amount of data requested by each YCSB client fits in
each VM’s 5.5GB memory reservation, all requested pages

that reside in the swap device are brought into memory
and all YCSB clients show high throughput. This workload
represents low VM application intensity and small working
set sizes. Such VMs are often consolidated to improve
memory utilization.
Next, starting at the 150 seconds mark, we progressively
increase the load in each VM by having each YCSB client
query a larger fraction (6GB) of the entire dataset one by
one every 50 seconds. Once all VMs become active, the host
begins thrashing as it cannot accommodate the increased
working set of each VM plus the host operating system
(around 200MB). Thus, the performance of all YCSB clients
degrades. To relieve the memory pressure at the source host,

B. Migration of a Single VM
In this section, we increase the memory pressure at the
source host and observe its effect on the total migration
time and the amount of data transferred for the migration
of a single VM. To increase the memory pressure, we keep
the host memory size constant at 6GB while increasing the
VM memory size from 2GB to 12GB. As the VM memory
size is increased more data is swapped out on a disk.
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we migrate one of the VMs to the destination host at the
400 seconds mark. After the migration is complete, the
source host can accommodate the remaining three VMs in its
memory and the performance of the YCSB client improves.
For the following experiment, we manually adjust the VMs’
memory reservation to reflect its working set size. Also,
since all the VMs run an identical workload, they have nearly
identical working set sizes. Therefore a VM is randomly
selected for migration.
1) Migration with Pre-copy: Figure 4 shows the average
performance of YCSB across all VMs during pre-copy
migration. Pre-copy migration takes a long time to complete
(470 seconds) compared to post-copy and Agile migration as
it needs to retransmit all dirtied pages. Also, the migration
time of pre-copy is affected by the amount of swapping
activity as each page on the swap device needs to be
retrieved before it can be sent to the destination.
2) Migration with Post-copy: Figure 5 shows the average
performance of YCSB across all VMs during post-copy
migration. Since post-copy doesn’t require retransmission
of dirtied pages, the total migration time with post-copy is
lower than pre-copy. The migration completes in only 247
seconds and therefore the YCSB performance recovers more
quickly. However, all VMs experience severe performance
degradation during the migration. Initially, as the migrated
VM resumes at the destination host, it faults upon the pages
that contain the dataset and still reside at the source host.
The degradation is caused by delay in serving the swapped
out VM pages that are requested by the VM running at
the destination host. However, the performance of migrating
VM, and thus the average performance of all 4 VMs,
recovers gradually during the migration.
3) Agile Migration: Figure 6 shows the average performance of YCSB across all VMs during Agile migration.
Since only the in-memory part of the VM’s address space
is transferred during the migration, the migration completes
more quickly. As a result, the performance of the migrating
VM and the VMs left back at the source recovers more
quickly than with pre-copy and post-copy migration. For
comparison, pre-copy and post-copy require 533 seconds and
294 seconds respectively to restore the average performance
of YCSB to the 90% of its maximum performance. Whereas
with Agile migration, the performance of YCSB recovers
only in 215 seconds.
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Figure 7. Total migration time for the migration of an idle or busy VM
with increasing memory size. Busy VM runs a Redis server with a dataset
almost as large as the memory size.

In the following experiment, we migration either an idle
or a busy VM. The busy VM runs a Redis server containing
a dataset nearly as large as the VM memory size leaving
only 500MB of free memory. We query the dataset from a
YCSB client residing on an external host and migrate the
VM during the test. We measure the total migration time, the
amount of data transferred and the performance of YCSB
during the test.
1) Total Migration Time: When the VM size exceeds the
host memory size, the host’s memory cannot accommodate
the entire VM. Therefore, it swaps out the cold VM pages
to disk. During migration with pre-copy or post-copy, these
pages are brought back into memory to be transferred to
the destination. To retrieve the cold pages from disk into
memory, other pages are swapped out to disk to create
space. The delay in retrieval of cold pages increases the total
migration time of the VM. From Figure 7, we observed that
when the VM is idle, the rate of memory transfer gradually
reduces once the VM memory size exceeds 6GB. The effect
is clearly visible for the migration of a busy VM. When the
VM is busy, the VM application and the Migration Manager
compete for access to the swapped out pages. Therefore, the
host experiences more thrashing in the busy VM setup than
in the idle VM setup, causing a sudden increase in the total
migration time. With pre-copy, the retransmission of dirtied
pages further increases the total migration time. With postcopy, the total migration time for the busy VM is twice as
high as for the idle VM, although the same amount of data is
transferred in both cases. In contrast, since Agile migration
does not access the swapped out pages, the host experiences
less thrashing than with pre-copy and post-copy. As a result,
the total migration time of the VM remains constant once
the VM size goes past 6GB. The busy VM must retransmit
more dirty pages, so it transfers more data than the idle VM.
2) Amount of Data Transferred: Figure 8 shows the
amount of data transferred with pre-copy, post-copy and
Agile migration. With pre-copy and post-copy, the entire VM
memory state is transferred during the migration. Therefore,
the amount of data transferred increases linearly with the
VM memory size. In contrast, with Agile migration, only the

Pre-copy (Idle)
Post-copy (Idle)
Agile (Idle)

Amount of Data (MB)

16000

Pre-copy (Busy)
Post-copy (Busy)
Agile (Busy)

YCSB/Redis (Ops/s)
Sysbench (Trans/s)

Pre-copy
7653
59.84

Post-copy
14926
74.74

Agile
17112
89.55

Table I
AVERAGE APPLICATION PERFORMANCE ACROSS ALL 4 VM S WITH
PRE - COPY, POST- COPY AND AGILE MIGRATION . E ACH VM HAS 10GB
MEMORY. O NE OF THE VM IS MIGRATED DURING THE TEST TO
RELIEVE THE MEMORY PRESSURE AT THE SOURCE .
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Figure 8. Amount of data transferred for the migration of an idle VM or
busy VM. Busy VM runs a Redis server with a dataset almost as large as
the memory size

in-memory pages are transferred during the migration. Since
the host memory size is 6GB, its memory accommodates
about 5.5GB of VM memory state. Therefore, even as the
VM varies in memory size, the amount of data transferred
with Agile migration remains constant at 5.5GB.
With post-copy, the amount of data transferred from the
busy VM increases linearly as that from the idle VM.
However, as the VM size increases, the amount of data
transferred with pre-copy increases at a higher rate than with
post-copy because of the retransmission of dirtied pages.
The larger VM requires more time to migrate, which allows
the VM to dirty even more pages. When the VM’s memory
footprint is smaller than the host’s memory size, the VM
is more responsive and the YCSB can modify more pages
than when the VM memory is partly swapped out. Therefore,
with pre-copy, the amount of data transferred increases more
quickly with the VM size up to 6GB. For Agile migration
also, all the pages dirtied during the first live round of Agile
migration are retransmitted after the VM resumes at the
destination. Therefore, Agile migration transfers more data
for the migration of a busy VM than for the migration of
an idle VM.
C. Application Performance
In this section, we use different applications to demonstrate the effect of pre-copy, post-copy and Agile migration
on the application performance. We run 4 VMs on the
source host, each with 2 vCPUs and 10GB of memory. The
source and the destination hosts are configured with 23GB
of memory. Each VM can use up to 5.5GB of host physical
memory. A swap device serves additional required memory.
We execute the following applications inside the VMs and
migrate one VM while the application is in progress.
1) YCSB/Redis: We use the same setup as presented
in Section V-A. The 4 VMs each contain a 9GB
Redis dataset while 4 external YCSB clients query the
datasets. We migrate one VM while the application
is in progress to relieve the memory pressure at the

source. We measure the average performance of the
application across 4 VMs through the migration.
2) Sysbench Online Line Transactions Processing
(OLTP) Benchmark: Sysbench [13] is a database
benchmarking tool. We run a MySQL server inside 4
VMs, each hosting an 8GB dataset. Since each VM
can use up to 5.5GB of memory, the host swaps out
the remaining dataset. We query the database using 4
clients from an external host. To relieve the memory
pressure at the source, we migrate one VM to the
destination host. We measure the performance of 4
clients through the migration over 300 seconds and
calculate the average.
Table I shows the average performance of the application
across all 4 VMs during the migration. Pre-copy re-transmits
the pages dirtied during the migration, which delays the
transfer of the VM memory state. Further, the additional
network traffic due to retransmission interferes with the
traffic of the applications communicating with the VMs
over the network. As a result, the applications perform
the worst with pre-copy. Post-copy is quicker than precopy in eliminating memory pressures, so the VMs at the
source recover sooner. However, the performance of the
migrating VM suffers severely during migration, since the
VM requests the faulted pages from the memory constrained
destination. This adversely impacts the overall application
performance. Since, Agile migration performs only one live
round of memory transfer, it completes the live memory
transfer phase more quickly than pre-copy. Therefore, fewer
pages are dirtied. Moreover, since Agile migration eliminates
the transfer of the swapped out pages, Agile migration
least interferes with the application traffic. Consequently, the
applications perform the best with Agile migration.
Table II shows the total migration time and Table III
shows the amount of data transferred during the migration.
It can be observed that pre-copy clearly lacks agility in responding to memory pressure. With YCSB/Redis, pre-copy
migration transfers almost 2 times as much data as Agile
migration while taking 4 times as long as Agile migration.
Even with moderately write intensive applications, Agile
migration transfers less data than post-copy, while reducing
the total migration time by half.

YCSB/Redis
Sysbench

Amount of Data Transferred (MB)
Pre-copy Post-copy
Agile
15029
10268
8173
11298
10268
7757

Table III
C OMPARISON OF THE AMOUNT OF DATA TRANSFERRED WITH
PRE - COPY, POST- COPY AND AGILE MIGRATION . W E RUN 4 10GB VM S
AT THE SOURCE HOST AND MIGRATE 1 VM DURING THE TEST TO
RELIEVE THE MEMORY PRESSURE AT THE SOURCE .

D. Transparent Working Set Tracking
Here, we demonstrate the accuracy of our approach for
transparently tracking the working set of a VM and its
impact on the applications running inside the VM. We run
a VM having 2 vCPUs and 5GB memory, containing a
1.5GB Redis database. The host is configured with 128GB
of memory. The VM’s KVM/QEMU process is added in
to a cgroup with 5GB memory reservation. We query the
database from an external YCSB client. While the Redis
database is being queried, our mechanism tracks the VM’s
working set size and dynamically adjusts its memory reservation. The reservation adjustment parameters are α = 0.95,
β = 1.03 τ = 4KB/sec. Figure 9 shows the accuracy of the
working set tracking mechanism, whereas Figure 10 shows
the impact of adjusting the VM memory reservation on the
performance of the YCSB client. It can be observed that our
mechanism quickly adjusts the memory reservation to match
the VM’s working set size. Further, YCSB quickly recovers
from any transient degradation.
VI. R ELATED WORK
Different VM migration techniques have different approaches to reducing the amount of data transferred and total
migration time. Content optimizations such as deduplication [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and compression [14, 19, 20] reduce
the amount of data transferred by eliminating or reducing the
number of uniform and identical pages sent. Ballooning aims
to reduce the memory footprint of a VM before migration
begins. Post-copy [3] transfers each VM page only once so it
works well in write-intensive scenarios. Reactive cloud [21]
uses post-copy to quickly react to sudden overloads. ScatterGather VM migration [22] allows the fast eviction of a VM
when the destination host is resource constrained so that the
source host can be re-purposed. Although all approaches
mentioned reduce the amount of data transferred and total

Predicted WSS (MB)

Table II
C OMPARISON OF TOTAL MIGRATION TIME OF PRE - COPY, POST- COPY
AND AGILE MIGRATION . W E RUN 4 10GB VM S AT THE SOURCE HOST
AND MIGRATE 1 VM DURING THE TEST TO RELIEVE THE MEMORY
PRESSURE AT THE SOURCE .
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Figure 9. Dynamic WSS tracking for a VM containing 1.5GB Redis
dataset. The Redis server is queried by an external YCSB client.
Operations/second

YCSB/Redis
Sysbench

Total Migration Time (Seconds)
Pre-copy Post-copy
Agile
470
247
108
182.66
157.56
80.37
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Figure 10. Performance of YCSB client querying the Redis server located
inside a VM whose reservation changes dynamically as in Figure 9.

migration time, they still require the transfer of the VM’s
entire memory state. Jo et.al. [23] eliminate the transfer
of cached pages from the source host, which are fetched
directly from the network-attached storage. Jettison [24]
proposes partial VM migration in which only the working
set of an idle VM is migrated to the destination to achieve
greater consolidation, while the remaining memory is slowly
demand-paged from the source. In contrast, Agile migration
eliminates the transfer of cold pages and leaves no residual
state at the source.
VMWare uses a per-VM swap device [4] shared between
the source and the destination hosts to avoid the transfer
of swapped out VM pages during the migration. However,
since the memory reservation for a VM remains fixed, the
cold pages residing in the main memory are also transferred
during the migration. This allows the VM to dirty even
more pages, which are re-transferred during the migration.
The problem becomes worse when the VM is running
a write-intensive workload because pre-copy rounds take
longer to converge. Even though an optimization of precopy, called SDPS [25], slows down vCPUs to speed up
migration of write-intensive VMs, it degrades the application
performance further during migration [26]. In contrast, our
approach only retains the VM’s working set in the memory
and evicts all cold pages to the swap device. Further, we use
a hybrid of pre/post-copy to transfer the working set so that
migration remains agnostic to the workload type.
A number of techniques focus on detecting resource pressures and alleviating them through VM migration, but none
adapt the migration technique specifically for agile response.
VMWare DRS [27] and SandPiper [28] monitor resource

usage at the host-level to detect hotspots which triggers
VM migration. Sandpiper [28] uses gray-box approaches to
detect and respond to increased resource usage - a Linux
OS daemon and Apache module installed in each VM read
information contained in application logs. Zhang et al. [29]
use access-bit scanning to estimate the working set of a VM.
Chiang et al. [30] propose resizing VMs according to their
working set sizes to increase consolidation. Overdriver [31]
proposes resolving transient hotspot with network memory
swap and sustained hotspots via migration.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Traditional live migration approaches do not have the
agility necessary to quickly respond to resource pressures
since they transfer the entire memory of a VM. We presented
a new approach, called Agile VM migration, that can quickly
migrate a VM by transferring only the VM’s working set
and CPU state. During runtime, the hypervisor ensures that
only working set pages of each VM reside in memory and
cold (non-working-set) pages are evicted to a remote per-VM
swap device. During migration, only the resident working set
pages are transferred whereas the cold pages are retrieved
on-demand by the destination from the per-VM swap device.
In evaluations, Agile migration restores the migrating VM’s
performance the fastest and impacts the performance of colocated VMs the least compared to pre-copy and post-copy.
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